Present perfect simple - conversation

Exercise 3. Complete the conversation. Use the words in brackets. _______

A How long ......................... unemployed? (you | be)

B .............................................. any job since May. (I | not have) But ..................................................

a job as a waiter. (I | just | apply for)

A .......................................................... as a waiter. (you | never | work)

B .................................................. at a wedding reception twice or three times. (I | help)

A ........................................................... you about their choice yet? (they | contact)

B No, they haven't. ......................................... in touch with me since the interview. (nobody | get)

A And .............................................. to them? (you | write)

B Should I? .......................................... the courage to do that. (I | not find)

A If .................................................. it yet, you should do it as soon as possible. (you | not do)